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Abstract
SMALL MIGRANT NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS: LEADERSHIP APPROACHES THAT
CONNECT TO THE COUNTRY OF ORIGIN
Josephat Makori Nyangau

April 2014
Non-thesis (ML 597) Project

Abstract
As a Kenya migrant who has observed leaders of migrant organizations play a great role
both in country of origin and their host, I was motivated to undertake this study to find out the
approaches migrant leaders use to connect to their country of origin. This study aimed to review

literature on small migrant nonprofit organizations with emphasis on Kenyan registered migrant

nonprofit organizations in Minnesota. Other migrant organizations were also explored to help
bridge the gap in the literature.
The literature review conducted found few registered migrant nonprofit organizations

of

Kenyan descent in the Minnesota registry based on their location, mission statement, projects
and role of leaders to connect their ancestral homeland. International migration, transnationalism
and globalization played a major role in establishing nonprofit organizations among Kenyan

migrants. Migrants of these nonprofit organizations send remiffances from their host country to
help their families and communities in their country of origin. This remittance to their country

origin boosts families and communities social class economically and politically and helps
reduce dependency ratio.

IV

of

Significant information obtained from the literature review for this study was used to
apply The Five Principles and Ten Tenets of exemplary leadership by Kouzes and Posner to
leadership approaches used by leaders of nonprofit organizations. It was found that these migrant
leaders model the way, inspire a shared vision, challenge the process, enable others to act and
encourages the heart of others as they connect to the country of origin.

This study was important as it helped to bridge the literature gap of Kenyan migrant

nonprofit organizations compared to other migrant organizations. It also provided

a basis

for

future research to be replicated hy other researchers to study deeply the roles of these migrant

nonprofit organizational leadership both to their countries of origin and the host.
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A). Introduction
Early approaches to international migration including, "the movement back and forth of
individuals, commodities, and ideas between communities of origin and destination, forging and
consolidating social, economic and religious ties and practices," assumed that migrants had to
sever their ties with their homelands and

follow

a standa"rd assimilation path to their countries

of

destination. International migration, however, helps link migrants and non-migrants to one
another across borders (Rabadan et.aI, 2011). Kenyans fall into the category of international

migrants as they migrate from their country of origin to settle across the border in so other
appealing countries such as the U.S, Australia, New Zealand,Israel and Canada that welcome

international migration. Like othermigrants, Kenyans migrate in search of abetterjob, to make
more money to help their families, to live a more comfortable life, and or escape political or
social unrest.

As Kenyans migrate from their country of origin to their host counffies, they soon start to
navigate for seruices to help them settle down. They begin to identifu services such as a place

of

worship, schools for themselves and their children, and youth programs, and advocacy groups.
These services play a major role to help them familiarize with their host countries (Hung, 2007).

Through advocacy groups, Kenyan migrants also realize that they have a choice to join
traditional arts, dance, music groups, or small migrant nonprofit organizations that promote and
preserve their ethnic community's cultural identity.

These migrants voluntarily accept membership in some small migrant nonprofit

organizations which help them to create a sense of Kenyan corrmunity among themselves. These

nonprofit organizations provide Kenyan migrants with tools to integrate into American culture

1.

while respecting their origins and traditions. Across the United States ethnic migrant nonprofit
organizations help migrants to seffle, remember and corrmemorate their shared experiences,
open new businesses, provide a forum where individuals meet to organize and share ideas, and

receive legal and financial advisement on how to adapt to American culture without losing their

own identiry (Amaya, 2011).
The main objective of this research paper

will

be to conduct a review of small migrant

nonprofit organizations of Kenyan ethnic corrmunities in Minnesota. These will help readers
understand how and why migrants join nonprofit organizations. Information obtained from the
literature

will

be used to apply this study to The Five Principles of Exemplary Leadership Model

of Kouzes and Posner's to leadership of small migrant nonprofit organizations, and how they
connect their homelands via organizations.

This study is important as it helps readers connect migrants to their countries of origin
through nonprofit organizations. Leaders of small migrant nonprofit organizations play a

significant role through charitable activities and remittances to help and develop migrant families
and their ethnic communities both in their countries of origin and host countries.

2

B). Research design
This research paper reviewed literature of small migrant nonprofit organizations of the
Kenyan ethnic cortmunity in the State of Minnesota and the leadership approaches used by their
leaders to connect to their country of origin. Information was obtained by conducting a literature
search on small migrant nonprofit organizations and its leadership. Only information

registered nonprofit organizations with lnternal Revenue Service

(RS)

of

as 501 (c) (3) bV Kenyan

ethnic groups based in Minnesota was freely obtained from organization websites, guidestar,
National Center for Charitable Statistics [NCCS), and from 990 tax retum forms.

A few organizations with details of their tax exempt

status, location, formation and

mission were found in the Minnesota nonprofit registry. These include: Books for Africa,
Mwanyagetinge, Minnesota Kenyans lnternational Development Agency (MKIDA), and
American Relief Agency for the Horn of Africa (ARAI{A). Other Kenyan nonprofit
organizations from other states include Kenya Americans community Organization (KACO

Inc.), and Kenya American Chamber of Commerce (KACC) (Guidestar.com).
Although there is not much literature on Kenyan migrant organizations in the Minnesota
registry for nonprofits, most of the existing literature focused on other migrant groups such as the
Chinese migrant associations in the early 20th century, Jewish organizations in the late

I gth

century and early 20th century, and Latin Americans who settled primarily in California
(Rabadan et. al, 201 1).
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C). Literature Review
Rapid international migration and globalizations, "the processes by which immigrants

forge and sustain multi-stranded social relations that link together their societies of origin and
settlements," and the rise of new transportation and communication techniques have facilitated

long distance and cross border flow in recent years (Zhou & Lee,2013). Approximately 92,638
Kenyan immigrants now live in Washington, D.C, Texas, California, Georgia, and North
Carolina with a few migrants spread across the United States (U S Census, ?.009-2011). Migrants
involvement in activities requiring regular back and forth travel and frequent contact by other
means with their home cor.rntry counterparts (Portes 2012), has helped establish intense and

relatively continuous exchange relations that extend beyond the territories and communities of
their countries of immigration and emigration (Faist, 2004).
According to Orozco (2009), the relationship between migrants, their homelands, and
their host countries has helped them to start small migrant associations that seek to support their
places of origin, build and maintain relationships with local communities, and retain a sense

of

community as they adjust to a life in their host countries. Zhou (2013) also adds that the power
and influence of these organizations have grown in tandem with both immigrants' drive to make

it to America and their obligations to support families and communities in sending countries.
The earliest Kenyans came to the United States were not voluntary immigrants but were

victims of the American slave trade that was not outlawed until 1808. Partly as a result,
voluntary Kenyan migration to the United States remained negligible until the last decades of the
twentieth century when a depressed economy and high unemployment rates forced Kenyans to
search for technology oriented careers in the United States (Kenyan American).

4

According to Amaya (2011), the factors that motivate migrants to move from their
countries of origin, such as better job opporhrnities, personal security, and access to better
educational and healthcare opportunities, have been present since the migration of Europeans to
the new world in search of [and, freedom, 0pporfunities and better climate. These concur with the
push pull factors explained by Orozco (2009) as political culture, family links, material
circumstances, cultural identity, and levels of integration especially in relationship between the

migrants' identity and their social context that supports migration. Kissau (2008) also adds that
migrants lead a double life as they pursue interest regarding the political, economic, and cultural

life between their host and countries of origin.
One of the ways in which immigrants have organized to adapt to their host culture while
preserving their cultural identity is through the creation of ethnic nonprofit organizations. These
organizations share the same structure and regulations with regular nonprofit organizations in the

U.S (Amaya,20ll). As new migrant corrmunities are established and grow, their families and
children receive services from existing social service agencies which may or may not be run by
members of their own ethnic ornational origin gfoups, but over aperiod of time migrant groups
face both internal corlmunity and exterral pressures for representation that lead them to begin to

form their own organizations (Cordero-Guzman, 2005). This is similar to Hr:ng(2007) who
noted different immigrant communities in the U.S have been known to have strong internal
social ties because of the lack of political influence, unfamiliarity with the mainstream society,
external threats, or some other reasons. An absence of these ties led migrants to find alternative
mechanisms as they engaged in collective action to form voluntary and nonprofit organizations.

All nonprofit

organizations are registered with the Secretary of State under section 501

(c) (3) of the Internal Revenue Service (RS) tax code as tax exempt organizations that pay no
5

tax on income, profits, or property. To qualify for tax exempt stafus, small migrant nonprofit
organization are required to have below $25,000 per year, and maintain an office and staff with a
client base that is at least 30% foreign born (Martin, 2012). The purpose of forming nonprofit
organizations involves a commitment to pursue a charitable purpose as set out in section 501 (c)

(3) as charitable, religious, educational, scientific, literacy, testing for public safety, fostering
national or international amateur competition, and preventing cruelty to children or animals
(Sutton, 2009).

Characteristically, nonprofit organizations are formal organizations operating under
relevant laws legally distinct from their officers capable of holding property, engaging in
contracts, ffid persisting over time. They are private, self-governing, and voluntary organizations
that serve some public benefit (Hammack,2002) as compared to hometown associations, mutual
aid associations, or other membership organizations that are constituted by volunteers who only
keep a list of member names and have minimal formalized organizational capacity (Martin,
2012). Accordingto the lnternal Revenue Service (RS), there are morethan 1.5 million
registered nonprofit organizations in the US with 95,898 of these being 501 (c) (3) charitable
organrzations (Carman,2013). These numbers seem to be growing as the IRS appears to be

approvinE,at a minimum, 50,000 new 501 (c) (3) nonprofit organizations each year (Sutton,
200e).

Small migrant nonprofit organization memberships consists of individuals who are
members of a particular ethnic or national origin group for the purpose of providing social
services to migrants primarily from the same ethnic or national group (Martin, 2012).

Membership ranges from a few dozen individuals to several thousand members in a dense web

of co-ethnic network in segregated ethnic enclaves, and they invoke a corrmon origin that refers
5

to "urban clusters of immigrants from the same sending country" where association life emerged

for self-sufficiency, self-goveflrance, and defense against external hostility (Portes, 20lZ).
Classical assimilation theories view ethnic enclaves as significant contexts for immigrant
reception as they serve as temporary settling grounds to meet migrant survival needs, reorganize

their economic and social lives, and ease resettlement problems (Zhou, 2013).

In a survey of migrants in the U.S Orozco (2009) notes:
There are differences among certain groups when it comes to organizational membership

for example,
to

20o/o

SSo/o

of migrants from Paraguay belong to hometown associations compared

of Dominicans, 16% of Mexicans, and only 6V, of Bolivians and 4%

Salvadorians. When it comes to African immigrants, 57% of Ethiopians in the US

participate in hometown associati on, 23Yo Ghanaia ns, 22Yo Nigerians are members, and
13% of Indians living in the US belong to hometown associations (p.57).

These differences make migrant organizations explicitly incorporate cultural components
and a consciousness of ethnic or national origin identity into their mission, practices, senrices,
and program (Cordero-Guzman, 2005).

Immigrant-serving corlmunity-based organizations in the form of groups, associates, and
clubs (Cordero-Guzman, 2005), play a central role during all parts of the immigration process
and in the social, cultural, political, and economic integration of newcomers (De Leon,2009).

They are typically organtzedto address economic survival in the adopted country, and
maintaining cultural identity originating from the motherland (Hung, 2007). Small nonprofit
otganizations help individuals and families to find a conrmunity, achieve economic stability and

self-sufficiency, learn and respect a new social and political system, and become legal permanent

7

Residents' or citizens. [n the long run, conununity based organizations ease cultural and lingual
incorporation while maintaining ethnic identity and solidarity, which are crucial to empowering
newcomers to secure their place in American society (De Leon, 2009).

Migrant nonprofit organizations help individuals to participate in civic life, interact, huild
organizational skills, and create networks of tnrst and affiliation and the social capital that enable
them to work together to solve cornmunity prohlems, promote causes, and seek redress or change

through the policy process (De Leon, 2009). Potential migrants re-organize both in the country of

origin and in the new country of settlement by setting up joint institutions such as cooperative
shops, loan and saving banks, and agricultural improvement societies (Faist,2004). These

services influence migrants to often seek a way of belonging not just a search to define the self

through the activities of the hometown associations (Orozco,2009), but inspire by their corlmon
practice of sending remittances to their families to their country of origin to coordinate their
support and help their towns to retain a sense of community as they adjust to life in the U.S

(Orozco, 2002).
Other services provided by migrant nonprofit organizations to their countries of origin

include charitable aid, infrastnrctural improvement, human development, and capital investment
(Orozco, 2002). They also facilitate funding for development projects, provide disaster
humanitarian aid, and offer social and financial assistance to their counterparts and to certain
religious and political movements (Sezgin, 201l). Through charities, nonprofit organizations
donate toys, clothes, construction materials for their hometown or church, and or small cash

amounts to purchase goods for local religious festivities. They also engage themselves in

infrastrucfural improvements by raising money to pave the hometown streets, create parks, build
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sewage treatment and water flirtation plants, buy or maintain cemetery plots, or build healthcare

facilities (Orozco, 2002).
In the next part of this literature review, I will focus on some Kenyan migrant
organizations that have made a difference in the life of migrants and their countries of origin. To

help support the gap of limited literature on Kenyan migrant organizations, I will review other
migrant organizations in place for people, Mexican, Chinese, Jewish and Turkish ethnicities as
well.

Kenyan Migrant Organizations
Books For Africa
Books for Africa (booksforafrica.org) is a registered 50lC (3) nonprofit organization
founded in 1988 with its offices in St. Paul, Minnesota. Books for Africa's organization focus on
human development to provide serices on the daily educational and health needs of children in

their countries of origin. This is done by raising funds for scholarships, library books, health
supplies, medicine, and sports facilities. The mission of Books for Africa is to collect, sort, ship,
and distribute books to children in Africa to enable them to read, learn, and explore the world

in

ways that only books make possible and to end the book famine ftooksforafrica.org;
guidestar.com).

Books for Africa believe books are the greatest equalizer in the world as books serve as a
foundation of a strong educational system. Children's access to an education is one of the only
opporhrnities young people have to end the cycle of poverty and attain a better quality of life
than previous generations. Books for Africa strive to create a culture of literacy and provide tools

I

of improvement to the next generation of parents, teachers, and leaders of Africa
(booksforafrica.org).

Minnesota Kenyans International Ilevelop ment Agency (MKIDA)
One organization that has teamed up with Books for Africa to end illiteracy and promote
economic development in their country of origin is Minnesota Kenyans lnternational
Development Agency (MKIDA). MKID A, z nonprofit organization consisting of a group

of

Kenyan ethnic cofilmlrnity members in Minnesota, seek to help improve education standards,
health, and the economic development of rural Kenya (Guidestar.com).

Most members of MKIDA went to school in poor rural schools that barely had books for
students or even for teachers.

MKIDA recognizes that education is the most powerful tool that

can be employed to develop and improve the standards of rural communities. The aim of forming

this organization is to give back to the community by donating books to underperforming schools

in national examinations. MKIDA believes that books will improve education standards,
encourage good academic performance, and provide entertainment to school students and

improve the quality of education and student performance in national examinations as well as
increase number of sfudents going for higher education. As a result, an educated populace

will

help develop their rural economy (Guidestar.com).

American Relief Agency for the Horn of Africa organization (ARAHA)
The Horn of Africa is considered one of the poorest regions in the world, and ongoing
droughts continue to plague this region. Long wars and ethnic conflicts have further complicated
the already deplorable situation. The most recent United Nations studies estimate that

l6 million

people in the Horn of Africa are in urgent need of food and other humanitarian assistance. The
10

American Relief Agency for the Horn of Africa organization's (ARAHA) mission is to strive to
alleviate the suffering from hunger, illiteracy, diseases, and poverty in North Africa as well as
help the East African cofiImunity members in Minnesota (araha.com; Guidestar.com).

ARAHA sponsors water, education, self-reliance or income generating programs, food,
and orphans in Kenya. The orgarrization believes that access to clean water is one of the basic

human needs. ARAHA gives grants to poor families to purchase a water tanker which is a local

vehicle designed to transport drinking water. The purpose of this project is to provide poor
families a source of income by selling the water to their community. To improve education,

ARAHA's goal is to give families the opporhmity to help break the cycle of poverfy in the Horn
of Africa through the building and maintenance of schools and computer labs, distributing
textbooks and other essential supplies, and payrng teacher salaries. (Guidestar.com).
To help communities in North African and East Africa, ARAIIA is commiffed to help its
members attain self-reliance by providing grants to farmers to purchase a dairy cow for a family.
The purpose of this project is to provide the family a source of income by selling the milk as well
as consuming

it. ARAHA also grants a pair of dairy goats to a family. The children benefit from

a steady supply of nutritious

milk, and the goats provide families with much-needed collateral to

borrow money for businesses on the open market (araha.com).

ARAHA is also concerned with food distribution because of the continuous
and drought that has plagued the Hom of Africa. An

\trrar, famine

ARAHA food basket provides dietary

staples such as rice, flour, maize, sugar, and cooking oil which can feed a family of 5-7 people

for a month. The Orphan Sponsorship Program is one of the longest programs that cover the
basic needs of the orphan such as food, school fees and healthcare (araha.com).

11
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Maisha Elfu and Kenya American Chamber of Commerce (KACC) organizations
Other Kenyan migrant organizations such as Maisha Elfu and The Kenya American
Chamber of Commerce (KACC) nonprofit organizations help migrants connect to their country

of origin. Maisha Elfu organization, which translates to "a thousand lives" in Swahili, supports
more than three thousand students and

fifty six public primary and secondary school children in

the Kalawa division of Eastern Kenya. This organization gives students a chance to live their

own lives more fully as they broaden their horizons without leaving sight of their own to
experience a thousand sights, smells, and activities by providing them with shoes, proper

clothing, school fees, food, water, notebooks, pencils, basic school equipment, and even
clas srooms (booksforafrica. org).

The Kenyan American Chamber of Commerce (KACC) established

in

1999 is also

devoted to the development of communities in Kenya through educational, technical, and

additional other sectors. In addition to providing assistance to Kenyan immigrants, the KACC
provides links to cultural, linguistic, and academic progrirms as well as news of interest to
Kenyan immigrants (Kenyan American).

Kenyan Americans Community Organization, Inc. (KACO) and Mwanyagetinge
Association
Other Kenyan migrant associations that have made a difference in the lives of Kenyans in
the U.S and their country of origin include the Kenya Americans Community Organization, Inc.

(KACO) and Mwanyagetinge association. The Kenyan Americans Community Organization
membership consists of Kenyans, Americans, and their friends, and its first chapter is located in

Atlanta (KACO Inc.).The association is committed to improve the quality of lives of Kenyan

L2

people by supporting clean water projects, advancing education opportunities, and providing
Healthcare supplies (Guidestar. com).

The association ensures that the projects that they have selected meet the criteria

of

relevancy, achievability, and sustainability with a vision to impact poverty reduction in Kenya,

which is disproportionately borne by women and children. This organization also offers one
hundred

fifty dollar scholarships to orphans and needy

students per year to advance their

educational career in high school and five hundred dollars towards their tuition fee per year.

KACO Inc. is also committed to providing clean water in the eastern part of Kenya for domestic
use and for livestock. This is done by engaging in digging boreholes, wells, and dams, or

installing water tanks to harvest rain water, to pump it to commnnal points accessible to all
members of the corlmunity (Guidestar.com).

Mwanyagetinge organization is among the oldest and most vibrant Kenyan community
organizations with its offices in Brooklyn Center, Minnesota. It was formed as a social, cultural,
and economic awareness organization to the cofirmunity with an aim of providing members

with

health education and specifically fightingthe spread of HIV/AIDS inMinnesota. This is done

through outreach education as outlined in Form 990 fNational Center for Charitable Statistics
(NCCS).
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Other migrant organizations
Mexican migrant organizations
Mexican migrant organrzations owed traditional loyalties to their places of origin which
resulted in a proliferation of hometown associations (Portes, 2012). According to Boruchoff
(2013), contemporary forms of migrant organizing kept the "mufualistas" commitment to
fi.rnction as self-help groups, but their civic bi-nationality became highly anchored to their local
space as the main vehicle to recreate topo-philic identities whereas prior Mexican organization
had mostly concentrated on addressing the needs of Mexican migrants in their new conlmunities
and maintained communication with Mexican federal and state goverrments. These

organizations regularly contributed to their hometown association and saw such contributions as
a continuation

of their traditional duties to their places of origin (Amaya, 201l).

Family remittances are currently one of the most important forms of links among
emigrant Latinos and Latin America which affects both sending and receiving countries. Latino

immigrants have found themselves incorporated as intermistic agents with various sorts of

familial, cultural, cofirmunity, social, and political relationships which makes remittances a
major source of newly acquired income for migrant sending counhies (Orozco, 2002). According
to De Leon (2009), Mexican migrant organizations help immigrants integrate into U.S society by

providing a place where newcomers interact and receive assistance from people who look like
them, speak their language, show them empathy, and understand their ways and norms. They
also teach newcomers how to navigate

life in their host country to

set up bank accounts, make

and keep medical appointments, or set up a small business as well as more daunting challenges
such as raising children who are exposed to the culture and norms of both their parents and their

American peers.

74

Mexican migrant organizations also provide resources to communities in Mexico to
improve education, infrastructure, and general living and working conditions for the community
that stayed behind (Portes, zA12). Mexican migrant leaders organize migrants towards the

funding of projects through collective remittances and directly get involved in hiring contractors
for projects such as Mexico's 3xl program and other infrastructural projects. These contractors
are often relatives or friends of nonprofit leaders who stand to benefit directly from the projects.

Leaders of these associations not only enjoy recreational benefits available to the rest of the
membership but also benefit from positive inducement in the form of social prestige, political
prominence, and material benefits. This was evident for the El Salvador migrant corlmunity in
the U.S representing a 5th of its population. Through their leaders, The El Salvador migrants
established a United for Solidarity campaign in 2001 to leverage remittances from abroad toward

cofirmlrnity development projects pertaining to infrastructure. Leaders of these associations
enjoyed social status and political visibility as they appeared to champion migrant's causes in

their country of origin (Flores-Marcia's, z}1'2).

Mexican migrant leaders rules in advocacy related activities and are committed voices of
the communities they serve. They keep their constituents needs and issues in front of policy
makers and stakeholders. Although they have many responsibilities and demands associated with
managing their organizations, these leaders make time to speak with and educate elected

officials, media, the wider corrmunity, and other advocates. Most nonproflts take part in a
planning or advisory group that includes government officials or participants in state, local or
federal government hearings. Many others respond to requests for information from government
agencies or legislators (De Leon, 2009). Leaders develop political

visibility which often propels

them to become elected officials in their hometowns. For example, former mayor of Jerez

15

Zacatecas Andre's Bermudez enjoyed a strong backing in the Federation

of ZacatecanClubs in

Southern California (FCZSC). This was similar to one of the Federations former President,
Guadalupe Gonzalez, aspirations in the Mexican gubematorial race. Although he was not
guaranteed an electoral victory as a migrant leader, he brought significant political influence in
the hometown (Flores-Marcia's 2012).

Mexican migrant nonprofit organizations also host cultural events in which typical
Mexican music, dances, poetry, painting, clothing and history remind immigrants of their origin

while teaching new generations the values of traditional life. These cultural services keep
immigrant cultures alive and help their descendants better understand and respect the American
culture.They also provide leadership advice to immigrants to become future leaders in their
corlmunities by providing educational opportunities, skill development, and a beffer
understanding of American communities including its laws, traditions and common behaviors

(Amaya, 2011).

Chinese migrant organization
Portes (2012) identified old Chinatowns in California and New York where three major
types of organizations based on family or clan, district, and merchant associations arose. Family
or clan associations were based on a combination of cofltmon surnames or kinship with same
ancestral decent and villages of origin while district associations were organized around a

cofitmon dialect or a cofirmon native place of birth. On the other hand, merchant associations
were mutual aid associations which included labor and operated as brotherhoods or secret
societies. This organizational life of old Chinatowns culminated in the creation of the Chinese
consolidated benevolent association in the mid-lgth century.

16

Chinese migrant organizations establish credibility with govemment officials and
business people in China and help to facilitate Chinese companies entering the U.S. market and

vice versa. They also organize delegations to visit China who seek economic cooperation and
explore potential business and investment opportunities. These organizational affiliations

validate and legitimize transnational migrants' identities and allow them to go beyond their
closely knit family or friendship networks in China. When the Chinese government sends
delegations to the United States, migrant organizations in Chinatowns serve as local hosts.
Leaders of these nonprofit organizations select a restaurant in a Chinatown or Chinese ethno-

burb to hold welcoming banquets that draw organizations and their members from inside or
outside the ethnic communify. Organizational participation, as a result, not only reaffirms a sense

of identity and symbolism among Chinese immigrants, who may or may not live in the enclave
or ethno-burb, but also creates opportunities for them to be physically present in the community.
Moreover, such participation builds or nurfures inter-organrzational, interpersonal, and personto-organization relations (Zhou, 2013).

The aim of forming these Chinese nonprofit organizations is to help Chinese immigrants

fulfil their "gold mountain dream" of returning home with gold and glory. To achieve this dream,
Chinese organizational leaders had to carve out an economic niche and invest and reinvest in

Chinatown's enclave economy by tapping into the global supply chains and looking into their
ancestral homeland for consumer products and merchandise imports even though the ancestral
lineage was poor and underdeveloped (Zhou,2013). Remittances were also common during the

"anti-Chinese immigration legislation" which prohibited female immigration to the U.S. This
prompted male Chinese migrants to send money regularly to support parents, wives, and children

left behind and also contributed to their villages of origin through family and district
77

organization. On the other hand, successful Chinese merchants travelled back and forth building
elaborate houses in their villages and investing in land and businesses back home (Orozco,
2002).

Many Chinese immigrant organizations participate in major intemational and domestic
cultural events in Beijing and elsewhere in China. For instance, the Chinese Chinatowns in major
American cities organize and hold parades, street fairs, or banquets during major traditional
holidays such as Chinese New year, the Lantern Festival, and the Mid-Autumn Festival year and
blend together typical American marching processions and their traditional ritual and festive
celebrations of China through their community leaders. In China, however, during the National
Parade a section in Tiananmen Square is reserved for distinguished guests and leaders

of

overseas Chinese organizations. The banners of overseas Chinese organizations from all over the

world are displayed in the annual Charity Parade in Zhongshan; it is one of the main sending
coflrmunities in the Guangdong Province. These culfural events attract Chinese Americans who

live elsewhere and other non-Chinese tourists. Some Chinese organizations organize and sponsor
professional artists and cultural workers to perform in Chinese immigrant communities around
the U.S (Zhou, 2013).
These cultural events are similar to the Ghanaian hometown associations in the

Netherlands that plan together with the Sankofa Foundation to organize African festival which is
an annual music festival held in Hague during the month of July. The festivals, which attract

between five to ten thousand people, serve as a platform for hometown association to promote

their activities and network with Dutch organizers as well as talk about joint fi:ndraising
activities (Orozco, 2009).
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Chinese migrant organizations also engage in development projects that are usually place

specific projects. Organizational fundraising is typically project specific such as building a new

village gate,

a roadside

altar, a temple, a park, a library, or an elderly activity center or upgrading

a school, an anceskal hall, a

clinic, or paving or repairing

a

village road. Traditional family and

hometown associations and new extended hometown associations work in tandem with local
goveflrments in China to propose public works projects in cities and collaborate on project

implementation. For example, immediately after the 2008 Wenchuan earthquake in Sichuan
Province which claimed 68,000 lives, the CCBA in New York established the Sichuan
Earthquake Relief Program and raised a total of $1.32 million dollars and they delivered it to the

American Red Cross within a four-month period. Regular donations also went to aid families

living in poverty and to support educational funds and scholarships for children from poor
families in the sending village and in the Chinese immigrant corrmunity in the United States

(Zhou,20l3).
Jewish migrant associations

The Jewish associations, coflrmonly known as the Landsmanshaftn associations are
comprised of Eastem European Jewish immigrants from the same hometown in the US in the

late 19th century and early 20th century. Jewish associations were organized variously

as

independent mutual aid societies, religious congregations and fratemal lodges reflecting a variety

of political and religious orientations (Rabadan et. al, 201 l).
Landsmanshaftn provided their members with valuable material benefits and served as
arenas for formal and informal social interactions with New York as its center of activity in the

modern era (Soyer, 1997). This was similar to the Latino migrants who formed social networks
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and based themselves in the migrants' locality, ethnic group, or state of origin cofilmonly called

"little homelands" far from home (Rabadan et. al, 20l l).
Turkish migrant organizations
A number of nonprofit organizations in Turkey make important contributions to the
development of Turkish civil society organizations by mediating and consciously or
unconsciously transferring ideas, practices, mindsets, worldviews, values and attitudes, norms
and behaviors, and social capital (knowledge, experience and expertise). These associations act
as

umbrella federations bringtng together family, districts, and merchants and act as the defacto-

government of the ethnic corlmunity members and represent their interests in the outside world.

Traditional organizations also established deep roots between owning property and claiming

territorial control within their enclave (Sezgin, 20l l).
Conclusion of the literature review

It can de deduced from the literafure review that nonprofit orgaruzations are often started
by immigrants who are ideologically motivated and have a passion surrounding the mission of
the organization they seek to create. These leaders are charismatic, inspirational, and are close to
the problem they want to solve.

It's this closeness to the problem that leads to new insights and

innovative solutions that might be missed by larger, more established organization whose leaders
have lost touch with the grassroots.

According to Kissau (2008), nonprofit organizations use modem information
technologies to enable migrants to contact their country of origin easily and quickly and thus
retain relationships where all bridges were once demolished. Migrants can use email, and chats

to establish a link with their families, obtain information through online joumals, weblogs,
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newsgroups or forums and obtain detailed information on the political events and the public in

their country of origin.
Both Kenyan migrant organizations and other migrant organizations share similar
approach to their formation. However, each association uses different approaches to provide

services such as education, infrastructure, ffid remittance to their host and countries of origin.
The next section of this study

will help explain and apply leadership

approaches that small

migrant nonprofit organizations use to connect to their counffies of origin.
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D). Leadership application: How leaders of Nonprofit Organizations engage their ancestral
homeland via organizations.
The findings on migrant nonprofit organizations from the literature review show that

nonprofit organizations emerge with their leaders to help their corrmunities of origin. To better
qnderstand the leadership approaches that leaders of small migrant nonprofit organizations use to
connect their homeland, the work of Kuozes and Posner's leadership model

will

be used. Kouzes

and Posner's model of leadership is widely respected and applied in organizational leadership.

They have identified The Five Practices and the Ten Commandments that any form of exemplary
leadership exhibits as they model the way, it inspires a shared vision, challenges the process,
enables others to act, and encourages the heart when getting extraordirury things done in their

organizations (Perry, 2010).

Model the way
According to Kouzes and Posner's model of leadership, exemplary leaders model the
way in their organizations. Th"y clarify values by finding their voice, affrm shared ideals in
their organizations, and play roles in advocacy related activities. These leaders tell stories to their
followers that are valuable to them and the wider cofirmunity. They are corlmitted voices of the
cofilmunities they serve as they keep their constituents beliefs, needs, and issues in front of

policy makers and stakeholders.
Effective leaders know and articulate their morals, values, and beliefs. A leader who
models the way uses his voice to share his unique vision rather than the ideas of visions

of

others, Most nonprofit organization leaders take part in a planning or advisory groups that

include government officials or participants in state, local or federal government hearings. Many
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other leaders respond to requests for information from government agencies or legislators. These
leaders demonstrate a strong work ethic while modeling a commitment to the organization's

mission, vision, and goals such as Books for Africa's mission of donating books to poor African
schools and students to provide them with a chance to explore the world better.

Effective leaders set an example by aligning their actions with shared values. They set the
standards and behaviors that they expect in others. They have to open up their hearts and let

people know what they think and believe. These leaders use communication to break down

barriers and eliminate speculation that can lead to frustration and distrust in organizations.

While modelling the w&y, organizational leaders cultivate and facilitate a culture where
people are loyal and committed to the organization. One of the ways leaders of migrant
organtzations set examples is through remittances, This act of sending money as a group to their

hometown to finance infrastructure projects and parhrer with the government of their country of
origin has been existent for a long time (Flores-Marcia's 2012).
Kouzes and Posner believe exemplary leaders take pride in their work and the work

of

others as they demonstrate how much they value what they do to create ownership to their
members and connect to their country of origin. They utilize power opportunities as they spend

time and share their values with someone from the government of their country of origin.

Inspire a shared vision
Exemplary leaders envision the future as they imagine exciting and ennobling
possibilities for their organizations. Kouzes and Posner identify these leaders as passionate
examples of collaboration and hope for their associations as they share their personal beliefs.
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These leaders work with and value others to build and nurture a shared vision that focuses on the

future of their organizations.
Kouzes and Posner noted that exemplary leaders have a vision of what their organization
can be. These leaders understand that they must share their dreams and vision with others by

speaking their language. Leaders of migrant organizations inspire optimal performances to get

extraordinary things done in extraordinary times through positive emotions. They use the power

of energy, motivation, and sometimes endure personal sacrifice to inspire those around them to
do the same in the name of a shared vision.

Leaders of migrant organizations enlist others in a common vision by appearing to share

their aspirations. They do this by expressing their enthusiasm and communicate their passion
through a vivid language for members to understand as they make their contributions to their

country of origin. Organizational leaders, especially those who are, or aspire to be entrepreneurs,
and possess strong bilingual and bicultural skills. They use their organizational affiliations to
assert their stafus in the corlmunify and in transnational practices as they voluntarily form

nonprofit organizations. These leaders claim leadership positions that help them build up their
identity, credibility and confidence to travel back and forth between their host and country of
origin.

Leaders of nonprofit organizations built trust by generating diatogue and understandino
the needs of others by listening to them. Leaders strengthen others by increasing self-

determination and developing competency by strengthening everyone's capacity to deliver on the
promises they make and create a sense of ownership for projects as they hold conventions and
conferences as part of their organizational activities. Inspiration comes from leaders who
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maintain high levels of confidence and show an understanding of the challenges of their
organizations as they speak with conviction about the meaning of their work and discuss future
trends influencing their work.

Challenge the process

Challenging the process is another skill that great leaders have. They look for new and
creative ways to make change and improve the organization. These leaders have no fear of taking
chances when the opportunity for success is within reach. Leaders of migrant organizations

continuously search for opportunities by seizing the initiatives. They look outward for innovative
ways to change their organizations status quo to greatness by seeking and accepting challenges
and trying new things.

Challenging the process involves re-evaluating, questioning, and not accepting what is
the norm. Leaders of migrant associations regularly experiment and take risks. They encourage
others to take risks as they believe that taking them is worthwhile. This helps them to constantly
generate small wins and learn from experience as they venture into the corrmunity to participate

in community events.
Exemplary leaders who challenge the process are coflrmitted to change and accomplish
change by having higher expectations than what is already achieved in the organization. They

build a commitment to the challenges of reaching new heights while supporting their followers
during the journey. They also challenge people to try new approaches to expect more in their
organizations.
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Enahle others to act
Exemplary leaders foster collaboration by building tnrst and facilitating relationships.

Th.y ensure that everyone in the organization feels and thinks that they are owners and leaders
of their organizations. They believe that there is power in building on the strength of each other
as Kouzes and Posner noted that collaboration is the

critical competency for achieving and

sustaining high performance in organizations. Nonprofit organization leaders establish and

model a climate of tnrst that fosters a culture of interdependence on others. This enables those
around them to take initiative with a spirit of collaboration and shared vision to provide

opporfunities for professional growth through in-service opportunity and collaborative planning

with seruice providers.
Leaders of migrant organizations also engage in philanthropic work. Fundraising for

major disaster relief such as severe floods and earthquakes requires solid trust and sftong
relationships between leaders, their constifuents, and families of their countries of origin. They
recognize that the capacity of others is strengthened when they glve people choices about how to
do their work, eliminate obstacles, and treat others with dignity and respect in order to do their
best.

Encourage the heart
Effective leaders of migrant nonprofit organizations recognize contributions of their
members by showing appreciation for individual excellence. Kouzes and Posner believe that
exemplary leaders encourage the heart by making gesflres and simple actions that support or
encourage their people to carry on when exhausted or frustrated.
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While encouraging the heart, effective leaders are in fune with the needs, efforts, ffid
successes of those around them.

With an emphasis on the shared vision and goals of the

organization, these leaders celebrate the values, victories, and contributions of others by creating
a

spirit of communify through rituals and ceremonies. These celebrations symbolically represent

the strength of their organizations that create fond memories and loyalty to the organization and
a dedication to those shared goals and vision.

E). Conclusion

Migrant nonprofit organizations are important building blocks for an ethnic community
(Zhou, 2013). This research paper on small migrant nonprofit organizations focused on Kenyan
migrant groups and other migrant groups in the U.S. Information obtained from the literature
search indicates similarities and differences among these migrant organizations. The similarities

include their formation and stafus, transnationalism, and services as well as their symbols of

identity and continuation of their traditional culture. The major difference among these
organizations was their location and use of ethnic names for identity.

All of the organizations

studied were fomred by migrants who identified a common

problem to solve among themselves and in their community. When they came to the U.S, they
realized that they were far from their homes, so they decided to join forces to live in harmony

with one another. The challenges they faced included locating for major services such

as

churches, jobs, legal advice, and health care, but as time went by they formed organizations that

went beyond their needs in the host country to connect to their countries of origin.
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Another coflrmonality between migrant organizations was the use of modern information
and technology which enabled them to connect to their counkies of origin and to bridge and

mend relationships with their families. Transnationalism encouraged migrant organization
leaders to travel regularly back and forth to their communities of origin to build relationships

with corlmunity leaders and explore new ventures or aspirations in other fields, such

as

politics,

for the purpose of creating harmony in their coflrmunities.

Migrants benefitted from their organizations through human, social, and legal senrices as
organizational leaders served as advocates to government agencies and the wider society. Legal
services obtained helped immigrants to understand American laws, human rights, civil rights,
and its obligations which encouraged migrants to become active members of their community.

However, cultural services reminded migrants of old traditions of their culture and how they
were supposed to keep those traditions alive in their host country by acknowledging the best

of

both cultures. This brought a great sense of pride, and respect to organization members and a
sign of belonging to their culture.

Immigrants often engage their ancestral homelands via organizations symbolizing
immigrant civil societyactivism. They serye as a sign of enhancing the communify's capacityto
generate resources conducive to immigrant incorporation. The most common symbol used by all

migrant groups was remittances to their families and community development in their counkies

of origin. Organizational names were an indication of the racial identity of their ethnic
corlmunities which gave more background information in order to understand membership in
these organizations.
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Through these migrant nonprofit organizations, migrant leaders have opened ways to
access resources from various govemment entities and foundation grant making sources to help

their communities. This hansition from informal and organtzed assistance through nonprofit
organizations reflects the increasing civility, participation, and empo\r/erment of these

corrmunities both in their host and country of origin (Hrrrg, 2007), This has enabled many
migrant organizations to establish linkages to the main sending regions in corurtries of origin and
often sponsor not only the movement of resources, but also delegations and visits to and from the
countries of origin (Cordero-Guzman, 2005).

However, a remarkable difference noted between Kenyan associations and other migrant
organizations was their locations. Chinese organtzttions were located on the enclaves named
Chinatowns while Kenyan migrant organizations did not have specific locations other than their

formal contact address of their business as indicated in their form 990 of the Internal Revenue
Service GRS), but one would recognize their names through their ethnic corrmunities.

Leaders of nonprofit organizations put emphasis on the pursuit of their organrzational

mission or purpose, quality of senrices provided, and their efficiency in achieving those ideals.
Successful leaders of nonprofit organization are transformational leaders who possess a deep

commitment to the organization's mission, understanding and communicating the unique
tradition and role of the nonprofit sector, a commitment to the cortmon good and practicing what
is preached, building an organization that cares about the people and the clients

provides psychological, rather than financial, recognition and rewards

(Gill,

it serves,

and

2012).

These transforming leaders recognize and exploit an existing need or demand in their

countries of origin. Transforming leaders look for potential motives in followers, seek to satisff
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higher needs, and engages the full person of the follower @ums, 1978). These leaders get
extraordinary things done in their organizations as thry model the way, inspire a shared vision,
challenge the process, enable others to act, and encourage the heart (Perry, 2010).

F). Implication for future research

This research paper shows how leaders of migrant nonprofit organizations use their
leadership in their trost countries and how they connect to their countries of origin. Future
research on this topic is needed to understand beffer whether leaders of nonprofit organizations
serve more and better their ancestral land to the detriment of the members of nonprofit

organizations in their host coun@ and whether or not leaders of nonprofit organizations obserue
the mission of their organizations or they go beyond the mission when providing services to their

counkies of origin.
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